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Another word for exclusive story

Other useful sources with synonyms for this word: adapting to current styles or trends; Stylish: The definition of forbidden is something that is difficult to do. The definition of expensive is expensive or there is a very high price. The definition of elite is something prestigious or the best of the best. excludes a particular group or groups; esp., limited to white gentiles's or related
restriction. Singled social standard in preference offers or allows preference with special privileges. of or characterized by choice; Discrimination. of, belonging to or associated with a specific person, group, thing or category; Not general or universal: belonging to a particular person or individual, as opposed to the public or government: not used today; Not taken; Unpopulated. not
open to the public or not high quality members; Great. adaptation to a system that isolates racist groups of or relating to a bunch of, appropriate, or similar snobs; Pretentious. It is impossible to be held simultaneously by one person: without another person or another; single; One and a high-decent slang; magnificent; Stylish associated with the upper classes. Quite luxurious,
elegant, luxurious. With nothing else; with nothing more; only in accordance with current fashion; Stylish: No restrictions or controls: carefully selected; Well chosen: Limited by line; Limited or limited. Acting to exclude something of, like, or a characteristic of a snub the definition of inclusion is something that leaves no part or group out. No security clearance with all included parts;
With nothing missing; Full. Makes subtle distinctions; secret distinction; private; Withholding restrictive singles in a rarely occurring preference; Rare: (of gas etc.) less dense than usual. Designed for use by only one. Characterized by an elegant or sublime style containing all elements or parts; No, no, no, no, completing the definition of a bunch is a small, closed group of people. A
small group, often a choice of people who associate with each other often. support for control by, or permissions for, exclusive rights to nothing; Monopoly something added to ordinary profit or wages, arising from his status or employment, esp. Something acceptable or predictable of, related to, being, or affecting only some; Not overall; Intransibly: After clear slots or slots reach
the base or midrib, as in a particular compound leaving the definition of selected is a person or thing chosen or decided upon. deliberately selected; Single: Do not dilute; There's a high concentration. The definition of intense is concentrated or very focused on a particular thing. Not perverse; Yields or strays or changes. Not divided between or shared with others with payment to be
made by the receiver Honest or honest: a water release tool from a boat. Ultra-luxurious (related) identifiable group within the tradition of Discordianism. Not a single diffuse or diffuse exclusive out in preference found another word without me. On this page you can discover 82 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic phrases and words related to exclusive words, such as: fashionable,
forbidding, expensive, distant, elite, high hat, limited, restrictive, socially correct, preferred and privileged. Doesn't admit to anything else; Incompatible: mutually exclusive action.omission programs from consideration or account (often followed by): ten percent gain, excluding tax.limited to designated object or objects: sole business attention.Shutting down all others from some or
sharing: exclusive right to photograph novel.charging relatively high prices; Expensive: shops.noting that no one else has a stake: exclusive.singular or exclusive information: the exclusive means of communication between two places.The tout to object to the entry of strangers to association, intimacy, etc.: an exclusive circle of intimate members.Admit only members of a socially
restricted or very carefully selected group: exclusive club.Excluding or inclined to disqualify or prohibit, like use or possession: exclusive laws;exclusive restrictions on the use of the property. Grammar. (of the first person plural) excludes the person or people who spoke, as we in we will see you later.Compare includes (def. 7). Journalism. A piece of news, or a reporting of a piece
of news, obtained by another newspaper or news organization, along with the right to use it first.an an exclusive right or right: there is an exclusive on fuel oil supplies to the region. First recorded between 1400 and 1450; 1900-1905 to page 13; (adjective) late in Middle English from a medieval Latin repository; See Exclusion, -iveex·clu·sive·ly, Degree Nex-Clos-Reeve-E.T., ˌɛks
Cloho Adjective:i·ex·clu·sive·ness, adjective no-john-ex-fiber, adjective·terra-ex-sibel-sibel,noun,ex·clu·sive, adjective exclusion section, exclusion, exclusion, exclusion principle, exclusive, exclusive siblings, exclusive cancellation, exclusive economic zone, exclusive, exclusive ORDictionary.com Unabridged based on Unabridged Dictionary Random House, © Random House,
Inc. 2021 The rule is most common to describe things that are limited to certain people. Exclusive can be predicted as a degree form of the verb exclude, i.e. turn off or away - the opposite to include. It can be applied in many different contexts, but They're all connected to there being a limit to something, especially how many people have access to something. Exclusive can also
be used as a noun that refers to something available from just one place, especially a news story reported only by a particular news organization or product offered only by a single store. Example: The most prestigious event was just for celebrities on the list, but they let Ryan Reynolds in for some reason. Exclusive has been used in English since at least the 1400s. Exclusively
there are many different shades of meaning, but almost all of them relate to the idea of limiting things, keeping people away, or keeping things separate. It can be incompatible, as pain and happiness are mutually exclusive. This often means limited to some people, as in an exclusive offer for our top customers or exclusive resort. Clubs are exclusive if they just let certain people in.
The word is often associated with fashion, especially expensive things and not available to a lot of people, as in exclusive boutiques. Sometimes an object can be described as exclusive without specifying the limitations involved, because invitations to that party are very exclusive - that is, they are very limited and selective. Another common way used exclusively is to describe
things that are only available to one person, or in this way, or through one provider, such as exclusive information or scripted rights. This feeling often turns into a noun. A news story provided only by one outlet can be read exclusively, meaning it's a story that no one else has reported or a story that no one else has the right to pursue or publish, like an interview with a public figure.
The opposite of exclusivity is inclusive, and both terms are often used in discussions about how organizations and groups can be less exclusive and more inclusive. Exclusive is often used to make things sound special and exciting, so you'll see it used a lot in advertising and marketing. Hotel Royal is one of the most exclusive resorts in the world, beautifully housed in a 47-acre
park on Lake Geneva — leading hotels (@LeadingHotels) December 2, 2010 more women in parliament please, to make it less exclusive and more inclusive. #useyourvote's your voice. @5050Parliament - Annie Broadbent (@womeninwork) May 5, 2015 It's Valentine's Day, we'll call you during dinner and pretend you're a high net worth customer. Contact your account
administrator for this exclusive offer. — Charlatan Group (@CharlatanGroup) February 3, 2020 is used exclusively in Trial? This exclusive first look can be seen by anyone at any time without restrictions. Limited, swank, separated, luxurious, fashionable, exclusive, private, licensed, restrictive, absolute, chic, unique, privileged, luxurious, exclusive, independent, complete,
complete, narrow, choice last year, Honda became the exclusive vehicle sponsor for the Liquid Team esports Team, which came third overall at Championship.Always exclusive to NTWRK, created in conjunction with the company, or are the first on the market on the platform. So join us as we bring to the world exclusive, multiparty global coverage of this wild election from now
until when it's over. Sunday Magazine: The Decider| Daniel Malloy| September 13, 2020| OzyThe stock really took off when the company announced the $100 million acquisition of exclusive rights to popular interview podcast The Joe Rogan Experience on May 19.The six-episode docuseries of Paltrow Health and Empire Contextual Trading, Goop, a month, according to an
exclusive report by the Variety.In-hour SmallEr Christmas Morning, flight deal was handed out in an exclusive Facebook group for urban travelers. The future Mr. Vergara - and the star of True Blood and Magic Mike shares some life advice in an exclusive video. Check out a clip from this exclusive interview with SCAD President and Founder Paula Wallace at the 2014 Savannah
Film Festival.One winter night, Fushu Wembore snuck into the exclusive brick-only club of the Pourquoi Pas Hotel? He told the Daily Beast in an exclusive interview that there was plenty of middle ground for Catholics and scientists.Mr R.M Watts was the architect, and the cost of setting up and hunting the building, exclusively for books, was 3234| John BarrExcluclusive of
postage and pleasures, it is each called spending time in Florence.Pencils by way|N. Parker Willislov, exclusively, has envy about its complement; And jealousy brings conflict and division. History of American Socialism| John Humphrey Noysa was doubtful that he loved Amy, in the true sense of exclusive passion. New Grubb Street| George Geing These steps are not exclusive,
nor do they coincide with the first three forms in schools. Ontario Teacher's Instructors: History| Ontario's Ministry of Education includes everything else; rejection of other considerations, options, events, etc., exclusively engaging in the long money for a specific person or group and no one else; not shared exclusive rights; Long exclusive story or catering to a privileged minority,
esp exclusive restaurant and fashionable clique (postpositive foll by) limited (to); Found only (in)This model is exclusive to Harrodssingle; Unique; Only the exclusive means of transport on the island were the exclusively separate and incompatible principles (immediately) excludes the numbers, dates, letters, etc., mentioned in 1980-84 exclusively (postpositive foll by of) except
(for); Do not take into account (of)exclusive of bonus payments, you will earn this trading amount (of contract, agreement, etc.) requires the parties to do business only with each other with respect to a class of goods or serviceslogic (of dissoration) correctly if only one and not two of its component offerings is total trueCompare (def.5)exclusive story; A story reported in just one
exclusive newspaper, a working-ˌɛkskluːˈsɪvɪtɪ or exclusivity, an English dictionary noun - Complete & Unabridged 2012 digital edition © William Collins Boys Co. p1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012© 2021 Dictionary.com, LLC
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